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ABSTRACT To find the relative positional relationship accurately and efficiently without pre-installed
infrastructure in emergent scenarios like firefighting, we proposed a rotating-anchor based indoor
geolocation system using time of arrival (TOA) technique in this paper. In this system, the positioning
problem is regarded as a template-matching problem to estimate direction of the target. Based on preliminary
results, further measurements that the tester held the locator and turned around continuously without any
stop. The TOA ranging error for continuous rotation measurement was analyzed and proved to follow
non-Guassian with impulsive characteristic in this paper. According to such error characteristics, a direction
estimation algorithm of maximum correntropy criterion-based matching algorithm was proposed in this
paper. The performance of algorithm was validated by comparing with the least mean square and least mean
p-norm with empirical measurements.

INDEX TERMS Time of arrival estimation, direction of arrival estimation, rotationmeasurement, emergency
services, position measurement.

I. INTRODUCTION
With the increasing awareness of position information,
human tracking and locating has become critical in most
areas, especially in indoor emergency applications like
detecting miners in underground mine and locating firefight-
ers in a burning building [1]. As the satellite signal can be effi-
ciently degraded or blocked by the walls, global positioning
system (GPS) is unreliable indoor [2]. Traditionally, wireless
indoor localization systems, which are mostly based on pre-
installed anchors, are introduced as indoor solution. But it is
unavailable to deploy those anchors in advance in emergency
situations like firefighting. Another widely used method is
pedestrian dead reckoning (PDR), which is based on sensors
mounted on human body but tend to fail with significantly
accumulated error [3].

Ultra-wideband (UWB) based time-of-arrival (TOA)
technology offers the potential for centimeter level rang-
ing accuracy [2]. And UWB technique is able to pro-
vide high resolution ranging with reliable signals even in
harsh environment. Thus, UWB is an effective solution for
emergency situation, like firefighting localization service.
References [4]–[10] Considering the rescuer as a single
anchor in essence, we proposed a rotating anchor-based posi-
tioning method using TOA measurement. We have an ele-
mentary system for firefighter searching and it has already
been used in fire departments in several provinces in China,
including Shanghai, Tianjin, Shandong province and so
on. More than 2000 locator devices have been adopted in
these departments. This system received Science and Tech-
nology Innovation Award given by China Fire Protection
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Association (CFPA). In the elementary system, the rescuer
tries to find the direction subjectively using TOA rang-
ing and RSS information with the knowledge that ‘‘in
the correct direction, the smaller ranging value and larger
RSS value should be obtained’’. To improve our elemen-
tary system and give the rescuer an objective and accurate
direction indication, we proposed a rotating-anchor-based
positioning system and direction estimation algorithm in
this paper. The relative positional relationship between two
locators can be obtained and help the rescuer to find the
direction to the trapped or injured firefighter efficiently.
There are some research using rotating antenna to solve
the localization problem indoor [11] and outdoor [12], [13].
In these work, Bluetooth sensor device [11], WiFi Access
Points (APs) [12] or directional antenna [13] are utilized to
measure the RSS information in different direction. However,
indoor emergency environment is much different with out-
door area. In addition, WiFi Aps in a burning building can-
not work while directional antennas are usually bigger and
more expensive with limited performance in severe signal
block environment (like indoor). Multiple pauses make the
rotating anchor act as reference points and the more pauses,
the better performance [11]. But in practical application,
the rescuer does not have much time to pause again and again.
Thus, all these systems are not appropriate for firefighting
applications.

FIGURE 1. Rotating Anchor-Based Relative Positioning for Rescue in
Burning Buildings.

Fig. 1 shows a typical application scenario of searching
a trapped firefighter in a burning building using a rotating
anchor. In this figure, the red person lying in the top right

corner is the target, the black one stand in the lower right
corner is the rescuer and both them are holding a locator
in their hands. Such a searching process is essentially a
3-D tracking problem. In a multi-storey, barometers in both
locators are utilized to tell which floor the trapped stays on by
showing the height difference on the screen. When arriving
on the same floor with the target (or walking to a corridor
corner to decide which directio. He should go), the rescuer
holds the locator in his hand and turns around to estimate
the target direction. This locator 1) acts as a rotating anchor,
2) is rotated in a circle, and 3) measures series ranging data
and corresponding angle data (with a compass in the locator).
All these data can be used to estimate the direction of the
target. The green line shows the path from the starting point
of rescuer to the trapped firefighter.

Simply irrespective of noise, the true direction should be
in a specific angle corresponding to the the smallest rang-
ing value. However, severe signal reflections and blockage
result from multipath [14], body [15] and wall blockage [16]
in complicated indoor environment cause serious distance
measurement error. All these factors make it impossible to
find accurate signal direction based solely on the smallest
ranging value. Theoretically, direction estimation with such a
angle-series TOA ranging data can be regarded as a template-
matching problem for sequence alignment. There have two
sequences in this problem: one is the measurement sequence
mentioned above, and the other one is a template sequence
calculated with direction angle, rotation radius and the small-
est ranging value. In this reference sequence, a specific angle
is known as the true direction and all ranging values corre-
sponding to angles are calculated. After matching these two
sequences, they align at an specific offset and it is easy to
find the angle in measured sequence corresponding to true
direction angle in the calculated one.

To get the matching problem solved, correlation approach
can be introduced as it is classical, simple, accurate and bet-
ter noise immunity [17]. It measures the similarity between
two sequences and produces an optimum correlation value
when the best match happens [18]. However, the result is
significantly affected by the noise. Thus, an algorithm applied
with consideration of characteristic of TOA ranging error in
our system is pivotal for better performance [19]. Distribu-
tion of TOA ranging error in traditional indoor environment
has been studied in previous works [14], [20]. It follows
Gaussian distribution in line-of-sight (LOS) conditions, while
Gaussian distribution [21], lognormal distribution [14], gen-
eralized extreme value (GEV) distribution [22], and other
non-Gaussian distributions [23] have been introduced for
TOA ranging error modeling in non-line-of-sight (NLOS)
conditions.In rotating anchor-based positioning system, it is
such a complicated indoor environment that signal reflections
and blockage exist seriously due to the combined effect of
multipath, body and wall blockage.

Based on preliminary empirical measurements in differ-
ent indoor scenario, the TOA ranging error data were ana-
lyzed and proved to follow non-Gaussian distribution with
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impulsive characteristic [24]. However, it was uniform sam-
pling in our preliminary work that the sample interval of
rotation angle (1θ) is fixed to 2◦. That means the tester
turned and stopped every 2◦. For practical application, it is
impossible to turn around in absolutely constant speed to
keep the interval of rotation angle fixed. Therefore, we did
further measurements that the tester held the locator and
turned around continuously without any stop. We analyzed
the TOA ranging error for continuous rotation measurement
in this article and it was also proved to follow non-Guassian
with impulsive characteristic. Thus, template-matching algo-
rithm used in our system for direction estimation with angle-
series TOA ranging data should be robust enough against the
non-Gaussian measurement noise. As a localized similarity
measure, correntropy puts exponential increase on the impul-
sive samples, obtaining robust performance in non-Gaussian
noise environment with reasonable convergence rate [19].
In addition, it is robust in non-gaussian noise with similar
computation complexity to LMS. Therefore, we proposed a
maximum correntropy criterion (MCC) based direction esti-
mation algorithm and compared it with the methods used in
our preliminary work [24].

Major contributions of this article are:

1) ANALYZING TOA RANGING ERROR IN OUR SYSTEM
We did continuous rotation measurements as practical appli-
cation. And the TOA ranging error measured with rotating-
anchor in such a continuous pattern was analyzed and proved
to follow non-Gaussian distribution with impulsive character-
istic by using α-stable distribution function, which is a typical
method to verify the non-Gaussian signals.

2) PROPOSING A MCC-BASED MATCHING ALGORITHM
We proposed a MCC-based matching algorithm to reduce
the influence of non-Gaussian noise in our system. Empir-
ical measurements have been conducted in typical indoor
environments that different kinds of factor were involved.
Compared with other methods, efficiency of this algorithm
has been validated with better performance to be robust
against non-Gaussian signals with impulsive characteristics.

The reminder of this article is organized as follows:
Section II gives a brief description of rotating anchor-based
positioning system and analysis characteristic of TOA rang-
ing error with α-stable distribution function in this system.
We present the MCC-based template-matching algorithm
for direction estimation in Section III. Section IV shows
the empirical measurement system and numerical results.
Section V concludes the whole article.

II. ROTATING ANCHOR-BASED RELATIVE
POSITIONING SYSTEM
A. DIRECTION ESTIMATION SYSTEM
UWB-based TOA indoor localization is famous for its
extraordinary accuracy and practical features. The princi-
ple of TOA ranging is to measure the signal transmission

time between two nodes to estimate the distance between
them [15]. Following that direction, we also decided to use
asynchronous TOA in this article. Supposing to measure
distance between Device A and Device B, T1 denotes the
time that Device A sends the ‘Ranging data’ pulse, T2 is
the time Device B receives ‘Ranging data’ pulse, T3 is the
time Device B sends ‘Acknowledgement (ACK)’ pulse, and
T4 is the time Device A receives ‘ACK’ pulse. Device A and
Device B measure troundA and treplyB by their local timer. The
formula for calculating the distance between the devices is as
follows [15]:

dAB = tp × C =
troundA − treplyB

2
× C

=
(T4 − T1)− (T3 − T2)

2
× C (1)

where C = 3× 108m/s.
As we mentioned above, there are two locators used in

rotating anchor-based positioning system: one is held in
hand of the rescuer, and the other one is taken with the
trapped or injured one. As shown in Fig. 1, after the rescuer
arriving in the same floor with the target, the rescuer holds the
locator and turns around to estimate target direction. In this
process, the locator measures a series TOA ranging values (d)
and corresponding angles (θ ) between two locators. It is
worth to say that θ is azimuth angle measured clockwise from
North with a built in compass.

FIGURE 2. Rotating anchor-based relative positioning schematic.

As shown in Fig. 2a, the measured data sequence {(θ1, d1),
(θ2, d2), . . . (θn, dn)} is attempted to be matched with a the-
oretical template sequence by shifting with a specific offset.
The theoretical template sequence is a calculated one using
direction angle, rotation radius and the smallest ranging
value. In this sequence, we suppose the smallest ranging
value as the distance between two locators in the true direc-
tion, because we cannot get the true distance between two
locators and it is the nearest value. In the beginning of
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matching process, the two sequences align at their first data
point. It is not important which is the starting angle of the
measured sequence because it is prepared to be shifted for
matching. After matching these two sequences, a specific
shifting offset can be obtained. Then, the matched true direc-
tion θMT and the matched opposite direction θMO are the
angle corresponding to θTrue and θOpposite on the template
sequence respectively, as shown in Fig. 2b. It is worth to
mention that the vertical strings between two sequences are
just used to illustrate how the algorithm works. We plot-
ted the strings almost equidistant to make the figure clear
and the rotation angle interval is not constant in actual
measurement.

B. CHARACTERISTIC OF TOA RANGING ERROR
To get better matching performance, analyzing firstly the
characteristic of TOA ranging error in our system is crucial as
it is a complicated indoor environment with severe multipath
and NLOS effects. We refer to the measurement error caused
by physical measurement in device as εD, the multipath mea-
surement error as εM and the errors caused by undetectable
dirct path (UDP) in NLOS condition as εU . Thus, TOA
ranging error e can be defined as [2]

ε = d − dT
= εD + εM + ξ (X) εU (2)

where dT is the true distance between target and anchor
and d is TOA ranging result. The device error is negligible
compared with other errors [14], the multipath error always
exists and the UDP error just exists in UDP condition. Here,
function ξ (X) is the characteristic function that equals to ’1’
in UDP condition and ’0’ otherwise.

To analyze the influence of UDP factors, two typical kinds
of block can be involved in our system: one is the human
body and the other one is the wall. Therefore, we classified
performing cases into conditions with wall block or not in this
article [25]:

1) With wall block, both rotating person and wall are
involved to make it UDP conditions in which the TOA
ranging error follow non-Gaussian distribution.
2) Without wall block, the human body blocks the direct

path in the process of he/she turning around to make the
TOA ranging error follow non-Gaussian distribution as
well. However, the body block just exists in a short time
that the effect is small to make it much closer to Gaussian
than that with wall block.

As we mentioned above, TOA ranging error can be mod-
eled as Guassian, lognormal, GEV and other non-Gaussian
distribution. In addition, the α-stable distributions, can well
representing the TOA ranging error with significant impul-
sive characteristics during the rotation process, are widely
used to model the non-Gaussian signals in many applica-
tions [26]–[28]. In this article, all these four distributions
are introduced to analyze the TOA ranging error values of
empirical measurements.

FIGURE 3. Illustration of rotation parameters in rotating anchor-based
positioning system.

III. ROTATING ANCHOR-BASED DIRECTION ESTIMATION
A. TEMPLATE MATCHING
In rotating anchor-based relative positioning system, template
matching is the key step to find the target direction according
to the information in theoretical template sequence. As we
mentioned in previous section, the template sequence is cal-
culated with theoretical direction angle ϕ, rotation radius
r and the smallest ranging value dmin. Theoretically, when
the rescuer faces to the target, the distance between two
locators is the smallest. In practice, the smallest ranging
value dmin is the most approximate one. Even there exists
ranging error, it still causes smaller bias on vertical than
other values like a random one and leads to less impact
to matching performance. Thus, we use dmin instead of the
true distance between two locators in true direction in this
article. As shown is Fig. 3, we can get the template sequence
base on

d̂ =
√
(s− r · cosϕ)2 + (r · sinϕ)2 (3)

where r is the rotation radius, ϕ is the angle between human-
anchor and human-target directions and s ≈ dmin + r is the
approximate distance between human body and target. Note
that ϕ = 0

◦

(in true direction) and ϕ = 180
◦

(in oppo-
site direction) respectively correspond to θTrue and θOpposite
in Fig. 2.

Based on equation (3), we can get a template sequence

of theoretical angle ϕ and estimated distance d̂ :
{(
ϕ1, d̂1

)
,(

ϕ2, d̂2
)
, . . . ,

(
ϕm, d̂m

)}
(ϕ ∈

[
0◦, 720◦), m is the sample

number from 0
◦

to 720
◦

). Based on knowledge in Fig. 3 and
equation (2), we know that the TOA ranging values should
combine the true distance between two antennas and TOA
ranging error:

d = dT + ε

=

√
(sT − r · cosϕ)2 + (r · sinϕ)2

+ εD + εM + ξ (X) · εU (4)

where sT = dT + r denotes the true distance between rotat-
ing body and target. Thus, we have the measured sequence
data {(θ1, d1), (θ2, d2), . . . (θn, dn)} (n is the sample number
measured in a circle, θ is the measured angle with electronic
compass in this article). These two sequences can be matched
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using the correlation relationship between them based on the
cost function

J (k) =
1
n

n∑
i=1

H
(
di − d̂i+k

)
(5)

where, n denotes the sample number of the ranging mea-
surements in a circle, di denotes the ith TOA ranging value
in measured sequence, d̂i+k denotes the theoretical distance
value in template sequence and k denotes the offset to match
these two sequence (0 ≤ k ≤ n). When the function J (k) has
the optimal value, the matching process is completed and the
matched true direction pair (θMT , dMT ) and the optimal offset
kopt are obtained.
The least mean square (LMS) [29] criterion is often used

as the function H (x) and the cost function J (k) becomes

JLMS (k) =
1
n

n∑
i=1

(
di − d̂(i,k)

)2
(6)

Based on the analysis of TOA ranging error in Section II,
α-stable distribution fitting showed it follows non-Gaussian
distribution and has impulsive characteristic, which means
there has a sudden change in ranging error values. However,
these sudden changes lead to bad performance when using
the square function of LMS. To reduce the effect of these
sudden changes, we use fractional lower-order moment or
p-norm (0 ≤ p ≤ α) [30] instead of second-order moment
as least mean p-norm (LMP) and we get the cost function
J (k) as

JLMP (k) =
1
n

n∑
i=1

(
di − d̂(i,k)

)p
(7)

where JLMP (k) gets the minimum value as the optimal value.
However, even be robust against non-Gaussian noise with
sudden change, it still perform not well enough in conver-
gence speed and steady state performance for applications,
especially in emergency.

B. MAXIMUM CORRENTROPY CRITERION ALGORITHM
By using exponential decline weights, maximum correntropy
criterion (MCC) [31], [32], having nearly complicated com-
putation with LMP, is robust to impulsive data [33], [34]
and performs well with better steady state performance [35].
To get a better performance, MCC is introduced to the cost
function J (k) in matching algorithm to estimate the true
direction in our system. Suppose that we have two arbitrary
scalar random variables X and Y , we can get the similarity
based on correntropy [32], [36]

Vσ (X ,Y ) = E [kσ (X − Y )] (8)

where E [·] denotes the expectation operation, kσ denotes
a shift-invariant Mercer Kernel and σ is the kernel size.
If we use the most recent L samples estimator instead of
the expectation operation and Gaussian kernel Gσ involved,

the correntropy estimator is

V̂σ (X − Y ) =
1
L

k∑
i=k−L+1

Gσ (xi − yi)

=
1
L

k∑
i=k−L+1

1
√
2πσ

exp

(
−
(xi−yi)2

2σ 2

)
(9)

Then, substituting equation (9) into formula of cost function
in our system as equation (5), we can get a new cost function
based on MCC

J (k) =
1

√
2πσL

n∑
i=n−L+1

exp

−
(
di − d̂(i,k)

)2
2σ 2

 (10)

where J (k) gets the maximum value as the optimal value.
Note that L = n as all the measured data has to be matched
in this article.

FIGURE 4. The process of rotation anchor-based relative positioning
algorithm.

Based on the knowledge in equation (10), Fig. 4 shows
how to estimate the relative position of the target using mea-
sured and theoretical angle-series sequences in our system.
The input parameters are rotation radius r and the measured
sequence {(θ1, d1), (θ2, d2), . . . (θn, dn)}, the smallest ranging
value dmin can be obtained and it is approximately used as true
distance in the true direction. Based on r and dmin, the dis-
tance between the rescuer and the target can be estimated as
ŝ. In the meanwhile, a series of measurement angle difference
1θ between θi and θi+1 (0 < i < (n − 1)) can be obtained.
For each matching offset, theoretical angle ( ϕ ) sequence is
generated according to the measurement angle difference1θ
every time. Then, the template sequence is calculated with
the knowledge of equation (3). It is worth to say that the
rescuer can start from any value of θ (θ1 ∈

[
0◦, 360◦)) to turn
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around in a circle (θn ≈ θ1+360
◦

) and the template sequence
must cover the whole measurement sequence with one-to-one
correspondence matching requirement. Therefore, the theo-
retical angle ϕ ∈

[
0◦, 720◦) and m = 2n. Finally, cor-

relations between theoretical and measured sequences are
calculated under the principle of MCC to get the estimated
result (θMT , dMT ), which means the matched true direction
and corresponding ranging value.

IV. ANALYSIS OF MEASUREMENT RESULTS
A. MEASUREMENT SETTINGS
To validate direction estimation performance of the proposed
system and algorithm in practical application, we carried
out a series of empirical measurements in continuous pat-
tern indoor . The human body turned around from (θ1, d1),
stopped at (θn, dn) and θ is the azimuth angle measured
using a built-in compass. Note that the compass is utilized
to measure and record the angle information during rotation,
which is angle increment telling how much the rescuer had
turned. And the matching result is also a relative angle value
telling the rescuer how much he should turned back. In this
article, the person started from the true direction correspond-
ing to θ1 as an calibration value and the calibration result was
recorded to calculate the direction estimation error for system
performance analysis.

FIGURE 5. Cases of empirical measurement with continuous rotation in
an office building.

The empirical measurements were conducted in ten differ-
ent cases indoor with or without wall block in an office build-
ing in School of Computer and Communication Engineering
at University of Science and Technology Beijing to validate
system performance practically. Fig. 5 shows the overall
cases. Different kind of multipath and obstacle factors includ-
ing wall, elevator and human body were involved in these
cases. In the condition without wall block (case 1-5), there is
no construction between both locators and TOA ranging error
sources are multipath fading, interference and human body.

In the condition with wall block (case 6-10), there has a wall
blocking the direct signal between two locators and leading
to worse ranging error. Note that in the process to estimate the
direction, we did not adopt any special handling in both kinds
of cases. That is to say, the direction estimation process in
each cases are totally same nomatter if there is a wall between
the rescuer and target. Ten sets of rotatingmeasurements were
obtained in each case and a direction estimation results can be
got with each set. The size of each measured sequence dataset
is about 500.

The locator device used in measurements is mainly com-
posed of a TOA enable RF chip (DW1000), a MCU
chip (STM32F103) and an electronic compass (DCM260B),
as shown in the right corner on Fig. 5. With a 20db
power amplifier, the distance of TOA measurements can
achieve 200m in LOS conditions and 20m in NLOS condi-
tions (blocked by a concrete wall 20cm thick). Here, it is
worth to say that the transmitting power is related to Sig-
nal Noise Ratio (SNR). In rich multipath environment, like
indoor areas, effect of multipath dominates the effect of SNR.
Waveform of the signal (or channel profile) has to be taken
into account and the model of multipath error have been
established as [37], [38]

εm,w = G (mw, σw) log (1+ d) (11)

From this equation, we can find that the multipath error
is related to distance rather than SNR. With the distance
increasing, the multipath interference becomes more severe
and TOA ranging error increases. In addition, in rich multi-
path environment, the TOA ranging performance is related to
the SNR of the expected first path (SNRfp) rather than total
SNR. TOA ranging error decreases while SNRfp increases,
in condition that SNRfp is low. When SNRfp is high enough,
the TOA ranging error hits the ceiling and it will not decrease
anymore [39]. The SNRfp is affected by the multipath condi-
tion in the measurement environment. Thus, the result is not
related to transmitting power.

As we known, the rescuer cannot recognise any direction
to calibrate the azimuth angle value in advance when he
search and rescue the target. In our measurements, the person
held the locator, turned around continuously from (θ1, d1) to
collect ranging data with corresponding azimuth angle and
stopped at (θn, dn) when he thought he had turned around in a
circle (θn ≈ θn+360◦ and it is hard to be exact 360◦). We got
hundreds of measurement results in each case.

B. TOA RANGING ERROR ANALYZING
Themeasurements of TOA ranging values versus correspond-
ing azimuth angles and calculated template of TOA ranging
values versus true angle in case 10 and 4 are displayed
in Fig. 6 as examples in conditions with wall block or not
respectively. In case 4 (shown in Fig.6a), just human body
and multipath exist to make empirical measurements of TOA
ranging values more regular and symmetrical with less and
smaller ranging error as we analyzed above. The red line in
this figure is the calculated template of this case with the true
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TABLE 1. Akaike weights of cases in condition without wall block.

TABLE 2. Akaike weights of cases in condition with wall block.

FIGURE 6. Direction estimation results with continuous rotation. (a) No
wall block (group 4). (b) Wall block (group 10).

distance between rotating body and target as ST = 9.6m and
rotation radius r = 0.6m. We can find these two sequences
are close to each other. On the contrary, in condition with

wall block like case 10 (shown in Fig.6b), human body,
wall and elevator are all involved to make it such a com-
plicated environment. The result is not symmetric and lots
of sudden change exist as significant ranging error when the
person turned around, even the ranging values are regular in
general. Furthermore, template sequence is calculated with
ST = 5.25m and r = 0.6m. It is much different with the
measured sequence in both vertical and lateral directions due
to the complicated environment and device error of electronic
compass. As a result, the difference makes it much more
difficult to estimate the signal direction.
The Akaike weights method is an important parameter

for model selection in the Akaike Information Criterion and
it was utilized to compare the estimation results of these
four distributions. Table 1 and Table 2 show the comparison
results of empirical measurements in our system in conditions
without or with wall block respectively. For Akaike weights
method, the value of Akaike weight can be interpreted as
the probability of being the best model for the given data.
Thus, the sum of Akaike weights for all testing models
is 1 [40], [41]. The principle of better fitting results pro-
duce higher weight value makes it is a good way to select
preferable distribution [42]. An Akaike weight approaching
1 means the corresponding distribution is distinctly followed
by the given data [41]. It is obvious to find that α-stable
distribution was assigned the weight value 1 as the highest
one in all cases, lognormal distribution got the second highest
weight values and the other two are interposed there between.
Thus, α-stable distribution archives the best fitting perfor-
mance for the TOA ranging error data in our system.

During the rotation process, big pulses of the TOA ranging
error existing in time domain cause heavy tail in the proba-
bility distribution [36]. The bigger and more the pulses are,
the heavier the tail is. The α-stable distribution method can
present such heavy tails and allow skewness when the tails
are not symmetric [43]. In α-stable distribution, parameter
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TABLE 3. α values estimated by Koutrouvelis’s method.

α ∈ (0, 2] is the characteristic exponent to describe the
impulsiveness of TOA ranging error. It follows Gaussian
distribution just when α approaching 2, and heavier non-
Gaussian characters exist when α < 2 gets closer to 0. Table 3
shows mean and variance values of α using Koutrouveli‘s
method [44], [45]. The mean value of α with wall block
1.5508 is much smaller than 2, which means the TOA rang-
ing error follows non-Gaussian distribution in such condi-
tion. In conditions with no wall block, the mean value of α
1.9964 is very close to 2 that the distribution is approximate
to follow Gaussian with a few non-Gaussian signal.

In fact, there is more than one parameter describing
α-stable distribution as Sα (β, γ, δ). β ∈ [−1,+1] is the
skewness parameter. When β < 0, the distribution is left-
skewed, while β > 0 means the distribution is right-skewed.
When β = 0, the distribution is symmetric. γ > 0 is
the scale parameter and −∞ < δ < +∞ is the location
parameter, analogous to the scale and location in Gaussian
distribution respectively. Note that when α = 2, the value of
β is irrelevant and the distribution is Gaussian distribution.
When α = 1 and β = 0, the distribution reduces to a Cauchy
distribution. In this paper, we focused on the parameter α as
it can describe the impulsive characteristic of TOA ranging
result, which is important for direction estimation algorithm
design.

C. ALGORITHM RESULTS WITH EMPIRICAL
MEASUREMENTS
We verified the algorithm performance on the measurement
with continuous rotation in ten typical indoor cases shown
in Fig. 5. To validate the performance ofMCC based direction
estimation algorithm, other two methods mentioned in previ-
ous section including LMS and LMP were compared in this
article. InMCCbased algorithm, the kernel size σ is critical to
the performance. According to Silverman’s rule, the optimal
kernel size in this article is σopt = σe(4n/3 )1/5 [46] and σe is
the variance of TOA ranging error. The key parameter of LMP
criterion is p and it must satisfy a range of 1 < p < α ≤ 2
for convergence requirement [47]. In this article, we set the
value of p to 1.2 and σ to 1.5 according to the preliminary
work. Both values can be obtained with statistical result in
practice.

The direction estimation error of all measurements in the
10 cases using MCC, LMP and LMS based algorithms are
shown in Fig. 7. In each case, there are ten direction estima-
tion results. In both sub-figures of Fig. 7, we can find that the
red circle (responding to LMS based algorithm) stay higher

FIGURE 7. Direction estimation error in different cases with three
algorithms. (a) No wall block. (b) Wall block.

giving larger error, while the blue triangles (responding to
MCC based algorithm) stay lower. However, MCC is not
always better than LMS. All three algorithms overlap each
other. To better evaluate how well they perform in empirical
cases, we need to compare there average performance.

The comparison of direction estimation error using MCC,
LMP and LMS in different cases are shown in Fig. 8.
In Fig. 8a, it is obvious that MCC based algorithm out-
performs the other two and the performance seem to be
related with distance between the rescuer and the target.
MCC based algorithm achieved estimation results with error
smaller than 20◦ in cases without wall block.We can also find
that the direction estimation error increase when the distance
between transmitter and receiver increases. According to
Equation (11), we can find the same relationship between dis-
tance and TOA ranging error in multipath conditions. In our
rotating anchor-based relative positioning system, we esti-
mate the signal direction using TOA ranging measurement.
Thus, the same relationship can be found between the dis-
tance with the direction estimation performance, as shown
in Fig. 8a. In Fig. 8b, MCC based algorithm got the
best performance although all three algorithms shown close
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FIGURE 8. Average direction estimation error in different cases with three
algorithms. (a) No wall block. (b) Wall block.

estimation error. However, in the cases with wall block,
there seems no relationship between direction estimation
performance and distance. That is because the environment
is too complicated to get simple relationship between algo-
rithm performance with only one factor. The concrete data
of direction estimation results using MCC, LMP and LMS in
different cases are displayed in Table 4. We can find MCC
based algorithm show the best performance with the smallest
mean and variance values of direction estimation error in
both kinds of conditions. As expected, LMP based algorithm
get better performance than LMS based. In addition, for
mean values, LMP based algorithm show 12% worse than
MCC based algorithm in both kinds of cases, while LMS
based algorithm performs 27% and 33%worse. For deviation
values, LMP based algorithm show about 5% worse than
MCC based algorithm in both kinds of cases. And LMS based
algorithm perform 132% worse than MCC in no wall block
cases.

Vertical comparison among results in Table 4 were also
analyzed. Irregular ranging value with many sudden changes
with wall block make the corresponding ranging error follow
the non-Gaussian distribution and proved in previous section.

TABLE 4. Direction estimation error in different cases.

FIGURE 9. Cdf of direction estimation results with continuous rotation.
(a) No wall block. (b) Wall block.

For LMS based algorithm, the obviously impulsive character-
istics in conditions with wall block make it works worse than
that in conditions without wall block. However, it seems to be
weird that the other two algorithms got better performance
with wall block. It is because the measurement in case 5
(shown in Fig.5) was conducted in a long distance as 18m. It is
such a long distance that both wall and more than one metal
doors are involved to make it a severe multipath environment.
In addition, the distance of 18m is much bigger than that
of less than 5m with wall block. The direction estimation
result in case 5 is so bad that even worse than the results
with wall block. Thus, when we calculated the mean value
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of direction estimation error, the value in conditions without
wall block got worse than that with wall block. In addition,
when the distance is much farther, more error will still be
involved. However, LMS based algorithm is so sensitive to
the impulsive characteristics that it cannot tolerate such sud-
den changes with wall block to show better performance.

To be more intuitive, Fig. 9 shows cumulative distribution
of direction estimation results using LMS, LMP and MCC
in all the ten cases. As we mentioned before, MCC based
method got the best performance and LMP performed better
than LMS in both conditions. In these two figures, it is obvi-
ous that all three methods work better in conditions without
wall block in general. As shown in Fig.9a, LMP and LMS
based algorithm appear with similar performance in this con-
dition while MCC performs the best. In contrast, LMS based
method shows the worst performance with wall block due to
the severe impulsive characteristics of TOA ranging values,
as shown in Fig.9b. In the meanwhile, MCC based algorithm
reveals the priority to the other two methods because of the
robustness against the non-Gaussian data.

In this article, we evaluate the proposed algorithm in two
kinds of cases, without wall block and with wall block,
in indoor area. In practical application, there are usually
several walls blocked between the rescuer and the target.
However, the searching process is a process to improve the
direction estimation accuracy and TOA ranging precision.
That is to say, although the estimation accuracy is not very
accurate at the beginning due to the wall block and the long
distance, it becomes more and more accurate as the rescuer
gets close and closer to the target.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this article, we described a rotating-anchor based indoor
geolocation system using TOA technique. Empirical mea-
surements of continuous rotation pattern were carried out
for practical application in typical indoor environment. The
TOA ranging errors of continuous rotationmeasurement were
analyzed with α-stable distribution and proved to follow non-
gaussian distribution in general. Furthermore, we presented
a direction estimation algorithm introducing MCC to reduce
the impact of non-gaussian error, which is proved to sig-
nificantly influence the performance of general matching
criterion. Finally, performance comparison was conducted to
validate the feasibility and efficiency of the rotating-anchor
based indoor geolocation system and MCC based direction
estimation algorithm used in this system. Compared with
LMS and LMP based algorithms, our system using MCC
based algorithm exhibited high performance in both condi-
tions. In our future work, we plan to do research further for
the whole searching process in our future work. In addition,
more empirical measurements imitating the whole searching
process will be performed and the effects of different number
of walls will be investigated as well.
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